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My Enemy has asked to be Friended on Facebook  
Quite a surprise getting your email after all these years.  Did you really think I’d forgotten 
what you did?  But I look at your page anyway, your cover pic – a row of floodlit gargoyles 
in Rome or maybe Florence. Their mouths are tortured into shapes of lust, greed and envy, 
though you probably didn’t notice, let alone hear their insults as you took aim at them. For 
your profile pic you are cradling a grey and white cat tenderly; as if you wouldn’t dash its 
brains out in an instant if it got between you and a literary prize.  
Twenty years. Two decades since your self-serving, elegant, mendacious review appeared, 
nibbling with its yellow teeth at my book, because I did not include you in it. Twenty years 
for me to reflect on my own sins. Run of the mill stuff: sloth, ambition, anxiety, detours down 
the alleyways of mildly obsessive sex, evangelical literary theory and once or twice, a half-
hearted betrayal. These days I read into this the sliver of moon that follows me around, a 
gloss on the dark plum of night.   
But you – with your edgy, too young taste in music, your list of favourite novels in 
translation, your meagre 211 friends, your predictable photo album of the Eiffel Tower and 
rain stained boulevard, your short stories carrying the scent of pepper trees, stale breath and 
easy tenure, your chagrin at being passed over, failing to make a bigger splash in the roiling 
pool of Australian creative writing, your frantic attendance at conferences and sycophantic 
notes written to those who guard the shiny gates of journals and anthologies – you are rotting 
guts and dusty wind to me.  A spindly puppet turning on its wire, the jaw gaping to make a 
point, when nothing more said can matter.   
Clive James knew how complex this is. Seeing his rival’s work remaindered, his blood must 
have swarmed as he left that bookshop. I used to turn over in the middle of the night, 
assembling in my head a giant machine with scything arms and crushing wheels – watch it 
trundle towards you, purple-tongued as a lizard, frozen in your gumleaf armour.  
The machine sits blinking in front of me now. I click on Respond to Request and confirm 
you, bless you, thank you for this too late moment of revenge, as I friend and end you, mend 
and bind you to your bile.  
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